The New Terminal, Jacksonville, Fla.

New Interlockings at Jacksonville Terminal

Developments in the Construction of a Large Electro-Pneumatic and Two Electro-

Mechanical Plants With Inter-Connecting Circuits

By C. J. KELLOWAY

Signal Engineer, Jacksonville Terminal Company

THE location at Jacksonville with respect to the

railroads in Florida is peculiar and comparable to

the neck of the hour-glass, because all passenger

traffic to and from Florida must pass through Jackson-

ville. The majority of the traffic handled at this ter-

minal is between the hours of 8 and 10 a. m.

and between 8 and 10 p. m., during which time it

is one of the busiest places in the country. A greater

amount of mail, baggage and express is handled at
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Jacksonville than at many other large terminals, all of

which is transferred, except solid carload shipments of

express. In the past 10 years the traffic has increased

many times and was the heaviest in the history of the

terminal during the past season, 1920-1921. On account

of the new track and signal facilities it was handled

with practically no delay, greater ease and less terminal

engine-hours than ever before. The former layout was

handled by switchmen on the ground and this resulted

in numerous delays, it being impossible to handle the

traffic with any degree of dispatch during the rush hours.

The Atlantic Coast Line, Southern and Georgia

Southern & Florida operate to and from the north on

tracks 28 and 29; the Seaboard Air Line operates to and

from the north over track 27; the Atlantic Coast Line

to and from South Florida on track 33; the Seaboard

Air Line to and from South Florida over track 32; and

the Florida East Coast trains operate over through tracks

17 to 22, inclusive. The majority of the trains from the

north and those from South Florida (except Florida East

Coast trains) which terminate at Jacksonville are handled

on tracks 1 to 16, inclusive. Trains which are operated

solid between the north and South Florida and those

which are made up into through trains are generally han-

dled on tracks 17 to 22, inclusive.

The signaling of the terminal consists of three inter-

locking plants, Tower A, Lee street, electro-mechanical;

Track and Signal Diagram, Tower B, Jacksonville Terminal Company, Showing the
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Dwarf Signal Locations

View of the Yards

Tower B, Myrtle avenue, electro-pneumatic; and Tower

C, Enterprise street, electro-mechanical. Tower B, Myrtle

avenue, is the main interlocking, which controls all move-

ments to and from the terminating tracks and over tracks

17 to 23, inclusive.

Interlocking Machine, Tower "B"

The interlocking machine is the Union Switch & Signal

Company Model 14 and consists of the following levers:

39 levers for 97 signals.

72 levers for 43 switches, 21 derails, 1 m.p.f. and
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24 double-slips with m.p.f.'s.

7 levers for checking locking between towers 1

and 2.

1 lever for detector circuit release.

119 working levers.

9 spare levers.

7 spare spaces.

135 lever frame.

The machine is equipped with lever lights under both

switch and signal levers. The light under a signal lever

indicates whether or not the route lined up for a signal

is clear, while the light under a switch lever indicates

whether or not the track circuit or circuits which enter

into the control of the initial movement of the switch

lever are clear. Standard x and y springs and latch cir-

cuit controllers are used in connection with the section

route locking.

The machine is enclosed in a steel case provided with

panels which can be unlocked and removed to permit of

easy access to contacts, magnets and the terminal board.

Switch Operation

The single switches and derails are operated by cylin-

ders 5 in. in diameter and the slips and frogs by cylinders

6 in. and 6}4 in. in diameter through the medium of No.

18 universal switch and lock movements. The move-

ment used for this purpose is similar to the No. 14 move-

ment except that it has a different spacing between the

crank and lock rod to permit the use of the same type of

movement for both switches and lift-type derails.

The switch valves are of the Style "C" cut-off type at-

tached to the cylinder. When not in operation, pressure

from the air line to the switch cylinder is entirely cut off,

thus eliminating the loss of compressed air through the

valves and operating cylinder piston of the switch oper-

ating mechanism. Automatic means are provided for re-

storing the switch and lock movement to the full normal

or reverse locked positions if for any abnormal reason

the switch movement should be dislodged from its ex-

treme locked position. This automatic restoring feature

is brought into play before the switch movement is op-

erated sufficiently to unlock the switch. Polarized indi-

cation circuit controllers are provided on all switch

movements for controlling the KR relays for the SS

control of all signals. The switch fittings are in accord-

ance with the recommendations of Committee II—Me-

chanical Interlocking (R. S. A.). Stiles flat type front

rods and Type "C" adjustable rail braces are used.

Signal Operation

The signals used throughout are upper quadrant and

consist mostly of dwarfs, either placed on the ground or

suspended from signal bridges. The dvvarf signals are

Tracks, Signals, Derails, Tower, Telephone and Warning Horns
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3-position electro-pneumatic; the second, or 45 degree

position, is non-automatic, and the third, or 90 degree

position, is semi-automatic stick. The signal control is

so arranged that the second position, or "Caution" indi-

cation, can be displayed at any time, regardless of whether

the track is clear or not. The third position, or "Clear"

indication, depends upon the track being unoccupied to

the second signal ahead and the next signal in advance

being at "Caution" or "Clear." The high signals are

of the electro-pneumatic type with valves and cylinder at

the base of the pole. The top arms of these signals have

semi-automatic stick control, while the bottom arms are
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non-automatic.

Track Model

The track model is of the spot light type, manufactured

by the T. Geo. Stiles Company. It is 3 ft. 10 in. high,

11 ft. 10 in. long and 6 in. deep, of metallic and asbestos

board construction. The rear of the frame is in the form

the wires from the terminal board to the relays, from

the relays in one section to the relays in another section

and from the relays to the machine.

Circuits

All track relays are a.c. Model 15, 2-element, 2-position

type, manufactured by the U. S. & S. Co. All neutral

and polarized relays are Style A-6 or A-15, manufactured

bv the United Electric Appliance Company. No. 16 wire

in cable, is used for all relay leads on track relays within

the home signal limits and No. 14 wire for those relay-

leads from the train shed, tracks 1 to 22. This small

wire is run from the tower to a terminal box near the

track circuit, from whence it is run to the rail as No. 9

wire. The three 3,000 ft. approach track circuits on

tracks 27, 32 and 33 are operated by direct current to

avoid running an alternating current supply out to the

extremity of these circuits. Individual transformers with

registers are located in relay boxes distributed at con-

Two Different Sections of the Relay Cabinet With the Doors Removed

of doors which permit access to the interior. Tracks,

signals and switches, with their numbers, are painted on

the front of the model and the track sections are shown

by distinctive colors. The spot lights are 6 volt bayonet

socket tungsten lamps with a special flattened globe, and

are divided as follows :

83 spot lights repeating 83 track circuits.

23 spot lights for 23 train starting annunciators.

4 spot lights for 4 approach annunciators.

14 spot lights with 14 direction arrows on the 7

through tracks between Towers A and B.

The track section lights are frosted and the train start-

ing and direction arrow lights are green. The model is

mounted on 3 in. pipe supports behind and above the

interlocking machine, which constitute the conduits for

the wires leading to the model.

Relay Housing

All of the 83 a.c. track relays, in addition to route lock-

ing, repeating and train starting relays, are housed in a

metal multiple-unit case with glass doors, located on the

first floor of the tower directly underneath the interlock-

ing machine. This case is built up of 52 sections, com-

prising 50 relay and 2 main terminal sections. These

are placed in 2 rows, back to back, each row being 13

sections long and 2 sections high, each compartment hold-

ing 3 d.c. or 2 a.c. relays, or 213 terminals. A wire

chase is provided between each 2 sections for running

venient points throughout the interlocking and are used

for all track circuits.

Sectional route locking in combination with signal
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over switches by signal indications when the switches are

released. Where a signal lock circuit is carried over the

first track circuit ahead of a signal, a special mechanical

locking is provided which allows the master release lever

No. 62 to be put to the "D" (reverse indication) position

after the signal lever has been returned to the indication

position. This "D" contact on the master release lever,

bridges the relay contact of the track section ahead of the

particular signal having the route locking and allows the

knaqmory S/gnete controlled bXJreffic levers.
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signal lever to be placed in the full normal position. This

releases the master release lever held by the mechanical
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turn, this releases the signal governing that particular

track.

Power House Apparatus

The power house apparatus consists of two motor com-

pressors, two motor-generators and two sets of storage

battery, all of which is located in one end of the build-

ing. Conduit is run from this apparatus to the switch-

board and then through a chase in the floor to the relay

rack.

Towers "A" and "C"

These interlockings are of the electro-mechanical type.

Tower "A" governs movements from the Florida East
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Coast Railway into the terminal over the seven connect-

ing tracks, numbers 17 to 23, inclusive; the machine

scheme being as follows:

Mechanical

13 levers for 11 switches and 4 derails.

4 levers for 11 facing point locks.

17 working levers.

7 spare levers.

24 lever frame.

Track and Signal Diagram, Tower A

Electrical "S-7" Units

14 levers for 24 signals.

2 levers for 3 switches and 1 derail.

16 working levers.

8 spare spaces.

24 lever frame.

Tower "C" governs movements of the Atlantic Coast

Line Railroad and the Georgia Southern & Florida from

the north into the terminal, the north end of the pas-

senger yard and protecting movements of the Seaboard

Air Line, which crosses at this point. The machine

scheme is as follows:

Mechanical

14 levers for 14 signals.

24 levers for 15 switches, 20 derails and 1 single

slip with m.p.f.

8 levers for 36 facing point locks.

46 working levers.

6 spare levers.

52 lever frame.

Electrical

8 unites for 12 signals.

The electrical lever units at Towers "A" and "C" are

of the U. S. & S. Co. "S-7" type, mounted on channel

irons, supported by cast iron legs, which are mounted

on the mechanical machine. Rods extending from the

"S-7" units downward operate the locking in the mechan-

cal locking bed by means of drivers. Detector locking is

accomplished by Model 12 electric locks which are placed

on all of the lock levers with segments connected to

prevent the initial movement of the lever. Circuit con-

trollers are provided where necessary on the back of the
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mechanical locking bed connected to the locking shafts of
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and derail at the south end of the plant at Tower "A" are

operated by air with the same style of movement as in-

stalled for the operation of the switches at the terminal.

These switch and lock movements are controlled by the

"S-7" units. The derails on the Seaboard Air Line at

Tower "C" are operated by switch and lock movements

with the signals bolt-locked through the derail.

Signal Operation

All dwarf signals at Tower "A" are of the electro-

pneumatic type, both two and three position being used,

and are controlled by the '.'S-7" units. All of the dwarf

signals at Tower "C" are mechanically pipe-connected.
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All high signals are of the low voltage Style "S" type,

with double cases for housing the relays and transformers.

Track Model

The track model at Tower "A" is of the same type and

manufacture as used at the terminal and repeats the

following:

1 approach indication.

10 track circuits within the home signal limits.

7 track circuits for through track 7 to 23, inclusive.

14 direction arrow lights indicating in which direc-

tion traffic between Towers "A" and "B" is

set up.

At Tower "C" a track model is not used, tower indi-

Power Switchboard Apparatus

cators being provided to repeat the track circuits. All re-

lays are housed in the same type of metal multiple unit

cases as those provided at Tower "B." A main terminal

board is provided for terminating all outside wires.

Circuits

Detector locking is provided for the mechanically

operated switches through the medium of an electric lock

placed on each lock lever. For the electro-pneumatic

switches at Tower "A" this detector locking is accom-

plished by locking a switch lever, which controls the opera-

tion of the switch in the same manner as is done at Tower

"B." Approach locking is provided and is effective after

a train has entered the approach section. Route locking

is accomplished by carrying the signal lock circuit over

the track relays controlled by the sections ahead of a sig-

nal, thus preventing the operation of any switch levers

until the signal levers have been released. Track circuit

release in case of a.c. power failure is accomplished by

means of a clock-work time-release, which shunts around

the contacts on the track relays. Plunger circuit con-

trollers are provided for all facing main line switches

and derails at Tower "C," the signal circuits being com-

pleted through these controllers.

The signal towers are of the Mission style of architec-

ture, which is carried out in the walls, which are faced

with rough texture pressed brick, rake joint with mortar

to match the cornice projections, which are covered with

Spanish tile. The foundations are of concrete, the floors

are of reinforced concrete, those in the operating rooms

being covered with wood finish. The roofs are reinforced

concrete, with built-up roof finish.

The building of the terminal and the rearrangement

of the yard was commenced early in 1917 and completed

in November, 1920. The signal construction work was

started in March, 1919, and consumed about one year.

The signal work was designed and installed under' the

general supervision of C. J. Kelloway, signal engineer, of

the Jacksonville Terminal Company, and the direct super-

vision of the construction was handled by C. G. Mc-

Caulley, engineer of construction.
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